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By Todd Tucker

Free Press, United States, 2009. Hardback. Condition: New. Language: English . This book usually
ship within 10-15 business days and we will endeavor to dispatch orders quicker than this where
possible. Brand New Book. On January 3, 1961, nuclear reactor SL-1 exploded in rural Idaho,
spreading radioactive contamination over thousands of acres and killing three men: John Byrnes,
Richard McKinley, and Richard Legg. The Army blamed human error and a sordid love triangle.
Though it has been overshadowed by the accident at Three Mile Island, SL-1 is the only fatal nuclear
reactor incident in American history, and it holds serious lessons for a nation poised to embrace
nuclear energy once again.Historian Todd Tucker, who first heard the rumors about the Idaho Falls
explosion as a trainee in the Navy s nuclear program, suspected there was more to the accident
than the rumors suggested. Poring over hundreds of pages of primary sources and interviewing the
surviving players led him to a tale of shocking negligence and subterfuge. The Army and its
contractors had deliberately obscured the true causes of this terrible accident, the result of poor
engineering as much as uncontrolled passions. A bigger story opened up before him about the...
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Completely essential study publication. This is for anyone who statte that there was not a well worth reading through. I am very easily could get a
satisfaction of reading through a written publication.
-- Ha llie Sta nton-- Ha llie Sta nton

This publication might be worthy of a read through, and superior to other. It normally is not going to charge excessive. Its been written in an remarkably
simple way and is particularly just after i finished reading through this book through which in fact transformed me, alter the way i really believe.
-- Juston Mr a z-- Juston Mr a z
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